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FEDERAL NEWS

• The Bank of Canada is keeping its key interest rate on hold at 0.25%. It goes on to state that
although the impact of the pandemic on the global economy may have peaked, much uncertainty
remains around how recovery plans of the economy will unfold.
• IMF revising forecast set to come out June 24 and will be downgrading many countries including
Canada. IMF’s chief economist, Gita Gopinath, states that its original projection for Canada at a
6.2% decline of GDP for 2020 is too optimistic due to shutdowns and oil price collapse.

PROVINCIAL NEWS
• The executive committee chairman, Mr. Dorais, says the second installment of Montreal’s property
tax will be pushed back to September, giving homeowners an additional three month to pay.
Mr. Dorais reasoned that one in five members of the working population has been laid off.
• Drastic drops in public transit usage, delayed property taxes payment deadlines and expenses
towards assisting the homeless have all but drained Montreal’s resources where the city is now
facing a $500 million shortfall and asking for permission to run a budget deficit for 2020.

USA NEWS
• With employers laying off another 2.76 million workers, private payrolls in the U.S fell less than
was expected in May. Economists had forecast a $9 million drop for May. Economists say that the
worst of job losses are behind us but one in four workers will likely not be rehired after layoff.
• The Trump administration is looking into taxes on digital commerce, measures that have already
been implemented by nine countries and the European Union alike. This will most likely affect
where big American tech giants like Facebook and Amazon will pay taxes.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
• With China’s parliament creating a national security legislation for Hong Kong, the U.K is now
saying that China is in conflict with an obligation under a 1984 treaty registered with the UN.
UK’s Johnson states: Hong Kong succeeds because its people are free”.
• Hopes of more stimulus and further easing of restrictions have resulted in global shares jumping
to a near 3-month high. The Pan European Euro Stoxx 50 index was up 1.22%, the MSCI’s broadest
index of Asia Pacific, outside Japan has gained 1.8% and Japan’s Nikkei rose 1.1%.
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